Exercise 6
Present Tense
Choose the correct form of the verb in *simple present tense.*

1) Monica *(eat) _______ eggs.*
2) Teddy and Monica *(eat) _______ eggs.*
3) Mickie *(study) _______ English every day.*
4) Arthur and Jason *(study) _______ English on Monday and Tuesday.*
5) Angie and I *(drink) _______ coffee.*
6) Eva *(like) _______ chocolate.*
7) Dustin *(watch) _______ movies.*
8) Yoko *(play) _______ the piano.*
9) The students *(take) _______ tests.*
10) It *(rain) _______ here a lot.*

Exercise 7
Present Tense
Choose the correct form of the verb in *simple present tense.*

1) Dennis *(cook) _______ on Wednesday.*
2) Mariella and I *(cook) _______ on Tuesday.*
3) Spencer *(wash) _______ his car on Sunday.*
4) Tammy and I *(wash) _______ our car on Monday.*
5) You *(study) _______ science on Thursday.*
6) Thomas *(study) _______ math on Friday.*
7) Rickie *(play) _______ golf and tennis.*
8) Justin and I *(play) _______ basketball and soccer.*
9) Kim *(read) _______ fiction novels.*
10) Richard and David *(read) _______ the newspaper.*